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-- SUMMER WITH A SPLASH OF CATS! --
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"Dogs own space and cats own time." 
 

- Nicola Griffith

A purr back at July & August!
 

There is so much excitement in the air these days! We had the opportunity
to host so many amazing kitties - a few whose cat parents even work at
Club Cat!
 

People sometimes ask us, “What is it like working at Club Cat?” For those
of us blessed with working with these magical creatures, it’s a very
personal question. 
 

Here's what some of the current Club Cat team says: 
 

"I always tell people it's super fun and relaxing, I get to hang out with cats
all day! It's nice to be a person that people trust with their kitties, and I
love meeting all the different cats." - Dorothy
 
 

"Working at Club Cat is fun, orderly, worthwhile, not overly simple but
also not complex, and definitely furry." - Seth
 

"People think we just play with cats all day, but there's a lot of work to get
done first, THEN we can play with the kitties! But everyday I smile, and
everyday I laugh, and some days I even cry (when we have to say
goodbye)." - Danielle
 

As Club Cat expands its pawprint through franchising (see our recent blog
post on the exciting news!), we look forward to spreading the joy of
working with cats to others!

Meet the Mewcomers!          
 
 
 

Scarlett, Furgie & Winnie, Taz, Pebbles &
Sterling & Turbo, Wally, Arthur & Tali,

Welcome Back!
 

Muffin, Timburr, Frankie Peaches, Patch,
Goatee, Moco, Kiara, Mando, Mollie, Acton,
Angel & Otto, Rengar, Ted & Rey, Marlow &
Sebastien, Pepper, Hazel, Chocolate, Oreo &
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Sterling & Turbo, Wally, Arthur & Tali,
Kruidnagel & Martin, Thrall & Arthas,
Hobbes & Misty, Sylvester, Chloe, Ash &
Sam, Floyd & Luna, Albert, Fetty Wap Kitty,
Rafi & Geo, Rocky, Vixey, Muffins, Sparky,
Spoon, Abby, Kiki, Luna, Dame Judi Dench,
Jori & Snickers, Sadie & Taffy, Sammie,
Jenny & Simba, Lucy M., Jax, Kenu & Loki,
Pip Squeak, Dottie & Sedona, Eddie &
Mittens, Chili, Freddie & Leo, and Mischa.
 

                            
 

Sebastien, Pepper, Hazel, Chocolate, Oreo &
White Kitty, Yogi, Max & Toby, Lily & Mercy,
Viper, Kira & Toby, Wesley, Boo, Appa, Zeke &
Zara, Zuko, Eggo & Loki, Ohtani, Pooh, Boots,
U.V., Kitty, Artemis & Booster, Mollie, Malu &
Pala, Leo, Anakin, Hollywood & Obi-Wan,
Nickel, Oliver & Sammy, Mary-Lu, Mitzi, Bean,
Conchis, Lucy, Muffin, Montizuma, Nala
& Tommy, Suki, Money, Ravioli & Ziti, Coco,
Maui, Oliver & Oscar & Phoebe, Kora & Kavi,
Jinx, Bamboo & Pumpkin, Thor & Loki,
Stormchaser, Flo, Simba, Bueller, Milky, Ellie,
Barbara, Russet & Yukon, Mia, Max, Rocco,
Penelope, Gelato, Malcolm, Marlowe, Dylan,
Miss Fearless, Turbo, Sasha, Monkey, and
Paco. 

--- NEWCOMERS GALLERY --- 
(some of our new kitties & devoted team) 
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Club Cat opened exactly one year before the pandemic, survived and is
thriving despite the many obstacles this luxury cat hotel faced. Shana
Martin, Club Cat's founder & Chief Cat Officer is actively seeking the
right humans who are not only zany for cats like her but are motivated,
hard-working, and business minded to own their very own Club Cat
Hotel & Resorts for Felines across California and beyond! Learn all
about this new phase for Club Cat in our latest blog post. 

Read More

--- CLUB CAT BLOG --
Want to own your OWN Club Cat?

--- CLUB CAT BOOK CLUB --

What do two cats, a mermaid and a moon have in common?
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Turns out, a lot! 
 
 

Two Cats, a Mermaid and the Disappearing Moon, written by Laguna Beach resident,
cat enthusiast, blogger, and Club Cat friend, Pamela Knudsen, is a new children's book for
young readers of approximately 5 to 8 years. Pamela’s obsession with the moon, cats, and
canyon dwelling creatures sparked a story that takes the reader from the majestic
canyons to calming coves of Laguna Beach as they go on a journey with cats, Topper and
Lexington to find the full moon that mysteriously goes missing from the sky.
 

Pamela with her kitty, Samantha

 

Beautifully written, the book showcases the beauty, wonder and magic of nature in its
animals, places and in a particular lunar phenomenon. The creatures in the story were
inspired by wildlife Pamela has encountered in Laguna Beach, including barn owls that
lived in the palm tree in her yard and still come to visit. Mermaids have intrigued Pamela
since childhood and this story makes one wonder what magical creatures come to life
under the light of a full moon.
 
Two Cats, a Mermaid and The Disappearing Moon can be purchased at:
Amazon
Barnes & Noble
FriesenPress 
Laguna Beach Books
Visit catladyinthecanyon.com to learn more. 
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Visit catladyinthecanyon.com to learn more. 
Follow on Instagram: @twocatsamermaidbook and @pamelakwriter

--- CatCon 2023 Wrap --
Club Cat exhibited at CatCon 2023 at the Pasadena

Convention Center in August!
If you didn't get a chance to drive north for the afternoon to CatCon, that's OK! Almost every
other cat parent did. 

We had a great time talking with cat lovers, running into existing customers, and meeting future
customers. And visiting all the booths with creative, funny cat paraphernalia. 

"

CATgrats to Ash visiting from Pennsylvania for guessing only one off - 1137 - from
the correct amount of goldfish in the bowl - 1138!

--- Rest in Peace --
Camy, who first stayed with us in May of 2019, just two months after we opened, and stayed
with us more than a dozen times since, crossed Rainbow Bridge 

#

 on July 28, 2023. 
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with us more than a dozen times since, crossed Rainbow Bridge 

#

 on July 28, 2023. 
 

Camy had one of the sweetest meows and even sweeter cuddles. We will miss hosting this extra
special bundle of fur and will hold all of our memories of Camy in our hearts forever.
 

P.S. Camy's life will be showcased in an upcoming September Club Cat blog post 

$

 

--- Club Cat's got Merch! --
Love Club Cat? Join the Club! Meet our new Club Cat customized merchandise! Next time you
check kitty in or out, grab a cap, tote, mug, car decal or hydroflask sticker and keep us with you
all the time 

%

Know in advance you want some Club Cat swag? You can easily add these to your booking from
your customer account  

&
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Thank you to all of our customers who have taken the time to write us a
heartfelt review.  Sharing your experience with other cat parents is the best

thanks we can ever receive! 

' %' %

 

Haven't had a chance to write one? It's never too late! Just click on the
image below.
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Book your cat's stay today!

Follow us on:
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